
7.Warranty. 
 

The manufacturer guarantees the conformity of the METAKOM MKV-D4C 
video splitter the requirements of MTKM.460830.001TU when the user applies the 
rules of use, storage and transportation. Warranty period -12 months from the date of 
sale, but not more than 18 months from the date of manufacture. The service life of the 
product is 5 years from the date of manufacture. 

 
Incase of violation of the integrity of seals and / or the presence of mechanical, 

electrical or other types of damage caused by improper transportation, storage, 
operation or actions of third parties, claims for quality are not accepted and warranty 
repairs aren't made. 

 
The address of the manufacturer: 
Russia, 241024, Bryansk, Delegate 
str.,68,LLC"Metacom-plus" 
тел./факс: (4832)68-28-26 
Тел. (4832)68-28-25 
http://www.metakom-plus.ru E-mail:os@metakom-plus.ru 
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1.Purpose. 
 

The METAKOM video splitter MKV-D4C is designed to amplify and distribute a 
video signal from one source to multiple consumers, i.e., to connect user video monitors 
to the main video signal line as part of the Metakom intercom system. 

 
2. Main technical characteristics. 

 
3. Distinctive features. 

 
− presence of a through video output; 
− independent gain control for each channel; 
− it is possible to set the input resistance (75 Ω -high); 
− protection from wrong connection (polarity reversal) of supply voltage. 

DC supply voltage, V 12-15 
Consumption Current, max, mA 40 
Gain, dB -6...+12 
Bandwidth, MHz 10 
Number of configurable video outputs 4 
Operatingtemperaturerange,0С -30…+40 
Relative Humidity Of Air No More (at350С) 95 
Product Weight,kg 0,1 
Overall Dimensions,not more than, mm 56х64х24 

 

http://www.metakom-plus.ru/
mailto:os@metakom-plus.ru


4. Connecting the splitter..

The connection diagram of the splitter is shown in the figure 1. 

Figure 1. Connection diagram for METAKOM MKV-D4C splitter. 

The input resistance is set in the following way: the jumper is closed - 75 Ohm, the 
jumper is open - high. The last video splitter should have a 75 Ohm jumper. 

5. Contents of delivery.

1. Video splitter 1 pcs. 
2. Passport 1 pcs. 
3. Fixing kit 1 pcs. 

6. Transportation and storage.

Packaged products can be transported by all modes of transport, except unpressurized 
aircraft compartments and open decks of ships, in accordance with the rules for the carriage 
of goods operating on this mode of transport. 

As a transport container, drawers are made of board, group and other containers, 
ensuring the safety of the goods during transportation. 

Products should be stored only in a packed form in the absence of acidic, alkaline and 
other aggressive impurities in the ambient air. 
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